**MONDAY, AUGUST 31**

**BASÍLICA TOUR TEOTIHUACÁN AND TLATELOLCO**

This enriching tour by the Basilica, Teotihuacan and Tlatelolco will let you know about the history of Mexico City, as well as their entrenched religious fervor. This tour starts at Tlatelolco with its famous Three Cultures Plaza, named like that for the buildings that represent the three major stages of Mexico City. Then, the tour continues to Tepeyac Hill, in the north of Tlatelocan, where you can admire the splendor of the Basilica of Guadalupe, place of Guadalupe’s Virgin veneration. To finish the day trip, the tour will take you to Teotihuacán archaeological zone, with its towering Pyramids of the Sun and Moon. There, you are going to walk by the “Avenida de los Muertos” and you will enter to the teotihuacan culture in this amazing “City of the Gods”.

*Includes*
- Private transportation and bilingual guide during the tour
- Entrance to Basílica de Guadalupe
- Entrance to Teotihuacán Pyramids
- Lunch and drinks

**TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1**

**XOCHIMILCO TOUR FRIDA KAHLO AND COYOACÁN**

This amazing tour starts in Coyoacan, where you can admire the colorful houses, some literary coffee and other characteristic buildings in this area of Mexico City. You can visit San Juan Bautista Church and then you are going to Frida Kahlo museum, also known as the Blue House.

Then, the tour will take you to the southern part of Mexico City reaching to the traditional and folk Xochimilco. There, you are going to sail for its canals aboard their typical trajineras, painted in bright colors and decorated with colorful flowers.

*Includes*
- Private transportation and bilingual guide during the tour
- Trajinera ride through the Xochimilco Canals
- Admission to the museum of Frida Kahlo
- Lunch and drinks

**WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2**

**BALLOONING TOUR WITH ANIMAL KINGDOM**

Live a thrilling adventure and enjoy the balloononing Tour with Animal Kingdom, in a unforgettable ride flying over the Valley of Teotihuacán. This activity is a shared flight, with an estimated of 45 to 60 minutes, according to the weather conditions, adding the splendor of the archeological place.

At the end of the flight you are going to receive a certificate as a souvenir of your experience. Then, you can enjoy a delicious toasting with orange juice or sparkling wine and savor a breakfast buffet.

*Includes*
- Private transportation and bilingual guide during the tour
- Ballooning Tour, Breakfast Buffet and Admission to Animal Kingdom
- Lunch and drinks

**REGISTRATIONS**

All the registration fees has to be made by our registration forms, available in www.congresotecnico2015.ficem.org

**MORE INFORMATION:**
www.congresotecnico2015.ficem.org